Abstract-Geometric programming problem is a powerful tool for solving some special type non-linear programming problems. It has a wide range of applications in optimization and engineering for solving some complex optimization problems. Many applications of geometric programming are on engineering design problems where parameters are estimated using geometric programming. When the parameters in the problems are imprecise, the calculated objective value should be imprecise as well. In this paper we have developed a method to solve geometric programming problems where the exponent of the variables in the objective function, cost coefficients and right hand side are multiple parameters. The equivalent mathematical programming problems are formulated to find their corresponding value of the objective function based on the duality theorem. By applying a variable separable technique the multi-choice mathematical programming problem is transformed into multiple one level geometric programming problem which produces multiple objective values that helps engineers to handle more realistic engineering design problems.
INTRODUCTION
Various mathematical programming methods have been formulated to solve many challenging real world problems. Since 1960 some authors [5] have cited that geometric inequality helps to solve special type optimization problem which is known as geometric programming. However Duffin, Peterson and Zener [8] laid the foundation stone to solve wide range of engineering problems by developing basic theories of geometric programming and its application in their text book. Geometric programming(GP) is a technique for solving polynomial type nonlinear programming problems. One of the remarkable properties of Geometric programming is that a problem with highly nonlinear constraints can be stated equivalently with a dual program. If a primal problem is in posynomial form then a global minimizing solution of the problem can be obtained by solving its corresponding dual maximization problem because the dual constraints are linear, and linearly constrained programs are generally easier to solve than ones with nonlinear constraints. GP problem has a dual impact in the area of integrated circuit design [4, 10, 17] manufacturing system design [8, 3] ,project management [23] , maximization of long run and short term profit [16] , generalized geometric programming problem with non positive variables [24] and goal programming model [1] . Several algorithms due to Beighter and Phillips [2] , Fang et al. [9] , Kortanek [12] , Kortanek et al. [13] , Peterson [19] , Rajgopal and Bricker [22] and Zhu and Kortanek [25] strengthen the solution of complicated Geometric programming problem for the exact known value of cost and constraint coefficients. Sensitive analysis of various optimal solutions due to Dembo [6] , Dinkle and Tretter [7] and Kyparisis [14] using Geometric programming technique simplifies certain engineering design problem in which some of the problem parameters are estimates of the actual value. There are certain problems in which some of the coefficients may not be presented in a precise manner. For example, in project management the time required to complete the various activities in a research and development project may be only known approximately. In order to determine the inventory policy of a novel technology product, the demand and supply quantities may be uncertain due to insufficient market information and are specified by ranges. If some parameters imprecise or uncertain, then the most liking values are usually adopted to make the conventional geometric programming workable. This simplification might result in a derived result which is misleading. One way to manipulate imprecise parameters is via probability distributions. However, a probability distribution requires constructions of prior predictable regularity or a posterior frequency determination which may not be possible in certain cases. Uncertain parameters can be considered by applying interval estimates instead of single values. In the recent papers Liu [16] has studied the geometric programming problems considering the cost coefficient, constraint coefficients and the right hand sides are interval numbers where the derived objective values also lies in an interval. When the cost coefficient, constraint coefficients and exponents of the decision variable in the objective functions of the GP problem are multiple parameters the problem becoming more _____________________________ complicated. In this paper we have developed methods for the solution of GP problem when the cost, constraints, its right hand side and exponents are multiple parameters. For these multiple parameters we construct multiple level mathematical programming models to find the value of the objective function. These results will provide the decision makers with more information for making better decisions. The organization of this paper is as follows: Following introduction, mathematical formulations and methodology for solving geometric programming problems with multiple parameters have been discussed to find the respective objective values of the problem in Section 2. Dual form of GPP has been discussed in Section 3. Some illustrative examples are given in Section 4 for understanding the problems and finally at Section 5 some conclusions are drawn from the discussion.
Mathematical Formulation
A typical constrained posynomial geometric programming problem is presented as follows: 
we denote its correspond-
are the lower, middle and maximum 
is the value at middle parameter Now the above objectives
can be formulated as geometric programming as: .5) is the conventional geometric programming problem then it can be solved directly by using primal based algorithm or dual based algorithm [19] . Methods due to Rajgopal and Bricker [22] , Beightler and Phillips [2] and Duffin [8] projected in their analysis that the dual problem has the desirable features of being linearly constrained and having an objective function with structural properties with more suitable solution. According to Liu [16] 
Illustrative Examples
To illustrate the methodology proposed in this paper for solving a GPP with multiple parameters of cost, constraint coefficients and exponents of the decision variables a few numerical examples are considered.
Example:1
Let us consider the geometric programming problem which has the following mathematical form: The derived optimal solutions for the lower, middle and upper parts of the multiple parameters are the best possible values as represented by Liu [16] .
In the next example we shall set the right hand side of the constrained as the multiple parameter.
Example:2
Let us consider the geometric programming problem with multiple parameters in objective function:
( ) 
Now the corresponding dual program is formulated as follows:
